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Fostering complex thinking

The power of complex thinking lies in the capacity to resolve 
paradoxes and tolerate uncertainty, ambiguity, and ambivalence. 



       
        ITʼS ALL ABOUT THE TEXT

THE TEXT ISNʼT WHAT MATTERS

The literature teachers’ paradox



Self Discovery is achieved:

“..not by looking out of the corner of your eye to see if 

everybody else is getting the same results as you or by 

trying to find out what others have already discovered. It 

is achieved by going down into oneʼs own inner, secret 

place, and asking there for a direct encounter with the 

world, independent of convention.” (Alan Watts)



Fostering a Contemplative Pedagogy Through Mindful Awareness of Felt Sense

Mindful awareness of one’s felt sense is a paradoxical experience in 
that it requires an individual to simultaneously subjectively experience 
embodied emotion while maintaining enough objective distance to 
avoid being overwhelmed by an emotional state. 

I’m interested in how mindful awareness of felt sense can affect 
teachers’ and students’ experiences of reading, writing, instruction, 
and well-being. 

See Section 3: “Getting Started” - Resources for Teachers of 
Creating Space for Contemplation: Infusing Mindfulness and 
Awareness Activities in English Language Arts Classes

https://era.library.ualberta.ca/items/7ff95baf-dccb-469b-bc94-3bab2235dc3f
https://era.library.ualberta.ca/items/7ff95baf-dccb-469b-bc94-3bab2235dc3f


What is felt sense?

Felt sense is here defined as a “body-sense of meaning” 

(Gendlin, 1981, p. 10) that encompasses and physically 

communicates to the individual what they feel and know about 

a given subject at a given time. “It is felt in the body, yet it 

has meanings. It is body and mind before they are split apart” 

(Gendlin, 1981, p. 165). Felt sense refers to a “body sense of 

meaning”; it is preverbal, however we can describe, name, or 

express it through art. 

https://compcomm.commons.gc.cuny.edu/feltsense/part-one-what-is-felt-sense/
https://focusing.org/
https://www.focusingarts.com/


Spend a few moments 
sensing how your body 
feels as you rest your 
gaze on this image. What 
textures, feelings, 
emotions, thoughts, 
memories, imaginings 
arise in connection with 
these bodily sensations? 







Writing from felt sense

See Sondra Perlʼs Composing Guidelines
On City University of New York website

- For some students, this approach has been transformative

Conference: Embodied Liberation: The Felt Sense & Social Justice

Beatrice Blake - El Salvador - Combines Focusing on Felt Sense 
and Non Violent Communication 

https://compcomm.commons.gc.cuny.edu/feltsense/guidelines-for-composing/
https://focusing.org/event/third-felt-sense-conference-online
https://www.malindaelizabethberry.net/feelings--needs-cards.html








Considerations 

- “The orangedrink lemondrink man”:
Graphic depiction of sexuality

- Incest 
- Faced charges of obscenity in India
- Banned by schools in Alabama after parent complaint 



Intro - synopsis (first 1:09)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QjcCmERmIMo


Cultural or Ethnic Differences (ways of being or knowing), 
Focus on gender/feminist differences, 
Socio-Economic status differences,
Religion or Belief differences,
Language/Accent difference, 
Global or International perspectives,
Mental Health, 
Polarization or differences in political beliefs

Associated themes: bullying, equity, belonging, discrimination

Intersections/Issues relevant for fostering global citizenship

https://seniorenglishgodofsmallthings.wordpress.com/
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Critical pedagogy - Class Discussion

Problem-posing takes place through dialogue (voice, attention, 
and acknowledgement) between participants organized around a 
key concept, object, or experience that forms the basis for Socratic 
open-ended questions. Voice is when participants offer, articulate, 
legitimate, and become vulnerable. Attention is when they listen, 
accept, understand, and give legitimacy and acknowledgement. 
Acknowledgement is their recognition of what another sees as a 
truth. 
(Birch, p. 67)



Discussion Questions & Essays

The Consequences Of Our Actions

Many times we, as human beings, do not realize the consequences of our 
actions as we choose to act. We are impulsive beings, and this is evident in our 
decision making in everyday life. We take risks, we say what comes to mind, we 
don’t hold back. We often hurt others in doing so, and we are not aware of this until it 
is too late. In Arundhati Roy’s novel, The God of Small Things, we see many events 
where a person’s actions result in somebody else getting hurt. More often than not, 
the person making these impulsive decisions is the character of Rahel. Through The 
God Of Small Things, readers are taught the crucial lesson that your actions and 
words have consequences, and unsurprisingly, these consequences hurt other 
people.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OycKrywKmnjPF3iXvnxDXBMjvJFEVTm_R80E9hSoJwY/edit?usp=sharing
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How does a [text] mean?



Close Reading - Interactive Notes Assignment

Quote from text re: motif (e.g. 
Pappachi’s moth) or theme
(In this example: postcolonial 
concerns)

‘In the evenings (For that Regional Flavour) the tourists were treated to  
truncated kathakali performances… Six hour classics were slashed into 20 
minute cameos...’ (Pg.121)

Comments Focusses on the appropriation of local culture, something that started in the 
colonial era, for the purpose of outsider entertainment

Analysis Finally, one of the biggest postcolonial concerns was with the appropriation of 
their local culture, not by the colonial powers, but by outside societies as a whole. 
This idea is best shown on page 121, where tourists in a hotel facility are treated to 
a ʻtraditionalʼ Kathakali performance. To any outside culture, uneducated in 
Indian history, this would seem like a proper showing of traditional Indian culture, 
but as Rahel puts it, these are in fact ʻSix hour classicsʼ slashed into ʻ20 minute 
cameos .̓ This shows us the use of traditional Indian culture not for their original 
people, but in a manner meant to entertain more than to educate. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AlPuk9ZrnunXcdweiq1Kgi99CDwDznxa4Igx-AqG8wU/edit?usp=sharing


Commentary/Analysis of a Key Passage - Assignment

“In an exuberant display, Roy compiles a novel with many 
seemingly insignificant passages, that together form a complex 
arrangement, and a deep sophisticated story. Just like “the small 
things” in the novel, “The Sophie Mol Incident” is a small piece 
of a large enterprise, affecting the future for all the characters in 
the novel.”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rv9oGSBlCDdGPOaRMr3QPg3m3eniV4uv4uWpF97myVQ/edit?usp=sharing


Extension of study - IB student’s Extended essay

▸ Student whose family came from Kerala, India

▸ motivated by a genuine passion for social justice 
▸ became passionate about the rights and needs of women in India 

in relation to stigmatization of menstruation
▸ following her interest led to research and an in-depth discussion 

of two areas - both religion and history - in her extended essay
▸ She took a scholarly approach throughout the development of her 

independent research work, resulting in a very informative and 
sensitive, thoughtful work.



The artist as activist
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